This paper proposes a novel auto-reset forward DC-DC converter with inductor-switching technique to obtain the high performance by means of zero voltage switching and the fast transient response at steep load variations. The performance of the forward converter is strongly depending on the transformer reset-method. The Auto-reset method is used to recover the energy stored in leakage inductances of the transformer to the power supply and makes sure the zero voltage switching. Furthermore fast transient response is achieved by applying the inductor-switching technique, which keeps the output voltage constant in case of heavy burden load changes. The design of the proposed concept is verified by experiment of 12 V input and 1.8 V/12 A output.
Introduction
The power supplies for advanced telecommunication systems are now required to handle high-speed electronic loads. These loads, such as high-speed LSIs will operate at very low voltages and create very high slew-rate load current. These operating conditions, the power supplies must stay stable and achieve tight voltage regulation at the point of load to prevent the high-speed loads of the system from malfunction and fault operation. To further burden the problem, different parts in the LSI are turn on or off in each cycle in order to conserve power [1] , [2] . It has demanded faster and more stable transient response from the DC-DC converter. Many researches have been introduced, various modifications to the basic buck or synchronous rectifier buck topology to address these demanding power supply requirements [3] - [5] . However, the duty-cycle associated with buck topology is small that it hurts the converter efficiency with the future power requirements of output voltage less than 1 V and distributed power supply (DPS) with 12 V or 48 V bus. The regulator leads to duty cycles of less than 10%. This means that the useful transfer of power happens only during 10% of the time period. For the remaining 90% of the time the load is powered by the output bulk capacitors. Employing the Flyback and Forward converter topologies, duty-cycle gets extended and the efficiency gets improved. In fly back converters, the gapped Manuscript received July 6, 2004 transformer inductance results in a zero in the right-halfplane (RHP), which makes the closed-loop compensation in continuous conduction mode (CCM) very difficult. Typically, the closed-loop bandwidth in CCM is very narrow and the resulting transient response is very slow. Another drawback in flyback converters is a large output capacitor requirement due to the lack of second-order low-pass filter at the output. Compared with flyback converters, forward converters require one additional output inductor, although they have reduced requirements for the output capacitor. To avoid transformer saturation, a resetting circuit in a forward converter is needed. A number of papers have discussed many design issues, which relate to the transformerreset mechanism [6] , [7] . The performance of the forward converter is strongly depending on the transformer-reset method. Therefore, in this paper auto transformer reset forward converter topology with inductor-switching technique is presented to have the high performance by means of zero voltage switching and fast transient response at heavy burden load change. The design of the concept is verified by the experiment of 12 V input and 1.8 V/12 A output.
Transformer Reset and ZVS

Conventional Reset Mechanisms
The flux in the magnetizing inductance of the transformer must be reset in each switching cycle to maintain voltseconds balance and prevent saturation. The magnetizing inductance cannot store very much energy before it saturates. Since a saturated transformer behaves like a short circuit, external circuitry must manage the removal of the energy from the magnetizing inductance on each switching cycle. The equivalent circuit of Fig. 1(a) shows the magnetizing inductance L M with an ideal transformer. The magnetizing current i M is proportional to the magnetic field H(t) inside the transformer core. The physical B − H characteristics of the transformer core material, illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , govern the magnetizing current behavior. For example, if the magnetizing current i M becomes too large, then the magnitude of the magnetic field H(t) causes the core to saturate. The magnetizing inductance then becomes very small in value, effectively shorting out the transformer. As shown is overshoot on the primary switching device due to leakage inductance energy in the primary circuit. As a result, the turn-on loss of the primary side main switch is high, increased peak transistor voltage, and that degrades cross regulation and converter efficiency is very low. The auto-reset mechanism proposed here in this paper eliminates the transformer saturation and recover the energy stored in the leakage inductances in both steady state and load transient, and makes sure the zero voltage switching.
Auto-Reset Mechanism
The Fig. 3 shows the circuit of a forward converter with the auto-reset clamp circuit comprising clamp capacitor C r and synchronize rectifier. The clamp capacitor C r is connected in series with the primary winding of the transformer which limits the switch voltage rating to no more than the input voltage. It is alternately connected to the input source, which allows the capacitor to replenish its stored energy from the input. The synchronous rectifiers in primary side can yield a substantial increase in efficiency. In the analysis it is assumed that the capacitors in system are large enough to approximately constant the output voltage over a switching cycle. Key waveforms of the circuit operations are in Fig. 4 . Corresponding to the switching operations of switches S 1 and S 2 , the circuit has four topological stages as shown in Fig. 5 In interval t 1 , when switch S 1 is on, the corresponding equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 5(a) . Once S 1 is on, allowing the current in the primary winding i M and the charge in the clamp capacitor C r to increase while the output current i o is totally supplied by the output filter capacitor C o and the filter inductor L o . The voltage across the primary inductor winding V p must have an average of zero over one switching interval if the circuit is operating in steady state. The capacitor voltage V Cr is
and diode D 1 is turning on, allowing energy to transfer from the primary side of the circuit to the secondary side to support the load. The voltage across the secondary winding is 
In interval t 2 , when switch S 1 is off, Fig. 5(b) shows the equivalent circuit. In this state the energy of the parasitic capacitance of switch S 1 , leakage and magnetic energy in the transformer are discharged to the capacitance C r through the body diode of switch S 2 , and makes sure the zero voltage switching and transformer reset before the next switching cycle. At this time, the energy which stored in output filter inductor L o free wheels through diode D 2 to supply output current continuously.
In interval t 3 , when switch S2 is on, Fig. 5(c) shows the equivalent circuit. In this state DC current flows through primary winding of the transformer. The energy stored in output inductor free wheel through the diode D 2 with slope of −V o /L o until the next switching action of main switch S 1 .
In interval t 4 , both switches S 1 and S 2 are off. Fig. 5(d) shows the simplified circuit. In this state energy of the parasitic capacitance of the switch S2 and stored energy in the magnetizing inductance of the transformer completely reset, while conducting the body diode of switch S 1 .
The average value of clamp capacitor voltage (V Cr ), magnetizing current of the transformer (i M ), output filter capacitor voltage (V Co ) and output filter inductor current (i Lo ) can be found in (3),(4),(5),(6), respectively.
where
The forward topology just described above is featuring of zero voltage switching, and leakage inductance has no influence on the voltage conversion. Figure 6 shows the high efficiency of 90% at 10 A with proposed topology compared to the conventional external winding clamp reset. Furthermore this topology is extended by adding inductorswitching technique to obtain the fast-transient response at steep load changes.
Fast-Transient with Inductor-Switching Technique
Inductor-Switching Technique
Inductor-switching technique is a simple system to improve the transient response during the steep load transitions. As shown in Fig. 7 , this is modified by replacing the output inductor of the switching converter with two magnetically coupled inductors, where two windings are wound in a single core, where one has a large number of turns, i.e. large inductance and the other has a small number of turns, i.e. small inductance. In case of a step-up load transition of the load current, the large inductance is switched into the small inductance. As a result, the current amplification occurs, and a high slew-rate of output current is obtained. This technique is called "Inductor Switching" (IS) [8] , [9] . The additional parts may cause the cost increase. Since the large number of high quality, expensive output filter capacitor requirements with a conventional converter [1] trade off this disadvantage and, it can be neglected. Theoretically this topology results in the incursion of no losses and is easy to implement with a simple control scheme as shown in Fig. 8 . An additional switch, which is connected in series with the primary induc- tor, will suppress an overshoot of the output voltage during the step-down load transition.
The purpose of use of the coupled inductor is to amplify the output current only at the step-up load transition. Considering the coupling effect of the coupled inductor at the step-up load transition, voltage at the point 'P' in Fig. 7 can be derived as V p > V in . Further derivation can be found in our prior work [8] , [9] . This condition make sure the output inductor L o is not conducting when the additional switch S 3 is activated and only inductor L s (L s << L o )is conducting with large current to produce the high slew rate of load current.
Auto-Reset Forward DC-DC Converter with InductorSwitching Technique
Fast transient response is achieved by applying the inductorswitching techniques to the auto-reset forward DC-DC converter and, the resulting new circuit is shown in the Fig. 9 . The basic circuit operation in the case of heavy burden load change can be explained as follows. During the heavy load condition (at step-up load transition), when output voltage drops below a certain reference level(V re f L ), switch S 3 is turned on and the inductor L s takes over the output inductor. The output inductor L o is not conducting when the additional switch S 3 is activated as shown in Fig. 10(a) . High current through the small inductor L s (<< L o )will increase the output current slew rate and reduce the output voltage under-shoot at load change from light to heavy.
When load is remove or sudden change from a switching mode power supply with a LC low-pass output filter, the control loop is stop the switching action so, no more energy is taken from the source. The energy that is stored in the output filter inductor is dumped into the out capacitor causing a voltage overshoot. In our proposed model, during the light load condition (at step-down load transition), when output voltage over certain reference level (V re f H ), the switch S 4 is turned off and excess current circulate towards the source as shown in Fig. 10(b) . This process suppresses the over-shoot at the load change from heavy to light.
In steady state switch S 3 is always off. Only large inductor L o takes over the output inductor and keeps the substantially small-ripple current.
The auto-reset forward converter circuit in Fig. 3 can be simplified as a basic buck topology as shown in Fig. 11 . Using the Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 11 , output current slew rate, output voltage variation, can be written for both topologies of proposed converter with and without Inductor-switching technique during step-up load transition.
Output current slew rate;
where Step-up load transition; switch S 3 ON, (b) step-down load transition; switch S 4 OFF.
Fig. 11
Simplified equivalent circuit of proposed converter in Fig. 9 .
from (8), (9) and (10);
Output voltage variation;
from Fig. 10(a) , as soon as switch S 3 is turned on;
from (12), (13) and (14);
where;
Small inductor of coupled inductor T r2 n 1 Number of turns of L o n 2 Number 
Experimental Verification
Auto-reset forward DC-DC converters with/without inductor-switching technique are built with the specifications and parameters in the Table 1 . The output voltages at step-up and step-down load transitions are measured. Figs. 12(a) , 12(b) show the experimental waveforms for both topologies. Summary of the output voltage variations are in Table 2. Figure 13 shows the comparison of converter behaviour with and without series capacitor (C r ) in proposed converter (Fig. 3) . 
Conclusions
The basic design of auto-reset forward DC-DC converter topology with inductor-switching has been proposed and experimentally verified. Some good features of auto-reset mechanism of proposed converter are as follows;zero voltage switching, completely compensated voltage drop of the leakage inductance, leakage inductance has no influence on the voltage conversion. Realizing the above features, high efficiency of 90% is achieved at 10 A. This 90% efficiency is obtained by experimentally with careful attention. The primary side loss is around 0.2 W and secondary side loss is 1.8 W. Number of MOSFET and diodes are used in parallel to minimize the switching losses and diode forward voltage losses.
Results summary in Table 2 proves that the auto-reset forward DC-Dc converter topology with inductor-switching improves the transient response significantly for both stepup and step-down load transitions. The voltage variations at the step-up (under-shoot) and step-down (over-shoot) load transitions are only 9% (170 mV) and 13% (240 mV) of the converter output voltage respectively. The control circuit is simple and can be implemented with conventional PWM controller IC. Also in steady state, output ripple can be designed to be as small as possible using large steady state output inductor. It is believed that the proposed converter topology is very suitable for the fast-transient response requirement of present and future advanced telecommunication power supplies.
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